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¡Bienvenidos!
A very warm welcome to the 2nd edition of the Edinburgh Spanish Film Festival.
We've had a busy year of preparation following the success of last year's inaugural
festival and we are thrilled to present this year's programme. We have worked
hard to put together a varied, exciting group of films covering a range of themes
and genres to ensure there is something for everyone with an interest in Spain
and its cinema.
Included in the programme are two ‘homages’: Las Sinsombrero, a documentary
on ‘the forgotten women’ from the Generation of '27 - a group of brilliant authors
and artists who championed equality but were overlooked during Francoism.
We are also screening 25 años después de la muerte de Jaime Gil de Biedma, a
tribute to Gil de Biedma, arguably the most important Spanish poet of the second
half of the 20th century, an intellectual and perennial figure of controversy.
In this edition, we are opening windows to Basque Cinema with two wonderful
films; Loreak and 80 Egunean. Galicia is also represented with a screening of
Os Fenómenos.
Other screenings this year include La vida inesperada, Vivir es fácil con los ojos
cerrados and the highest grossing Spanish film in Spanish box office history:
Ocho apellidos vascos a hilarious taboo-smashing satire on the cultural divide
between northern and southern Spain!
As with last year, we will bring young talented and wellestablished directors to
present their films and host Q&A sessions. For the “cinema buffs” we have created
‘Hidden Gems' a section remembering the history of Spanish cinema with
Mi querida señorita.
Finally, as a result of the success of our 'films for schools' section, we have two
feature films followed by workshops and an animated film for primary schools.
We would like to thank everybody who has been involved in this edition; staff,
friends, volunteers and above all, the sponsors who have helped and trusted us to
make this festival possible. A big thanks to everybody that made our fundraising
events an incredible success because without you, this festival wouldn’t have
been possible. Many thanks for your support. We hope to see you there!
Gracias/Eskerrik asko/Grazas
Marian A. Aréchaga.
Curator Edinburgh Spanish Film Festival
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13.05

12.45

18.00
Presentation
by Tania Balló (Director):
Las sinsombrero
(Sinsombrero)

Presentation
by Tania Balló (Director):
Las sinsombrero
(Sinsombrero)
Q&A with Tania Balló (Director)

Talk: The forgotten women of the
Generation of '27 by Tania Balló

BASQUELAND

20.15

14.45

Presentation
by Elvira Lindo (Screenwriter):
La vida inesperada
(The Unexpected Life)
Q&A with Elvira Lindo (Screenwriter)

Presentation by
José Mari Goenaga (Director):
Samina
(shortfilm)

Presentation
5 Días para bailar
(5 Days to Dance)

15.00 HIDDEN GEMS
Presentation by Prof Nuria Capdevila
from The University of Exeter:
Mi querida señorita
(My Dearest Señorita)
Talk: How could this film pass censorship?
by Prof Nuria Capdevila from
The University of Exeter

+
Loreak
(Flowers)

22.00
Opening Party at Traverse Bar
A complimentary G&T and tapa courtesy of
Valentia Gin and the Traverse bar with your
ESFF cinema ticket

Sunday 4th-October

Saturday 3rd-October

Friday 2nd-October

Q&A with José Mari Goenaga (Director)

17.45
Presentation by Nekane Iturrigorri
and Pepe López (K314 Company)
8 Apellidos vascos
(Spanish Affair)

20.30
Presentation by
José Mari Goenaga (Director):
80 Egunean
(80 Days)
Q&A with José Mari Goenaga (Director)

17.15
Presentation by Dr Antonio Sánchez
from The University of Stirling:
Vivir es fácil con los ojos cerrados
(Living is Easy with Eyes Closed)
Q&A with Dr Antonio Sánchez from
The University of Stirling

20.00
Presentation by
Dr Antonio Sánchez
from The University of Stirling
Magical girl
(Magical Girl)
Q&A with Dr Antonio Sánchez from
The University of Stirling
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Monday 5th-October

Tuesday 6th-October
10.00

10.00
Primary schools screening
and animation workshop
at the ECA:
Presentation by Ann Robertson
from the City of Edinburgh Council:
Metegol
(Unbeatables)

17.00*
Talk followed by the screening of
25 Años después de la muerte de
Gil de Biedma
(25 years later...)
The University of Edinburgh
50, George Sq. Screening Room
Q&A session with Luis Ordoñez (Director)
FREE EVENT

18.00
Presentation by
Prof Nuria Capdevila from
The University of Exeter:
80 Egunean
(80 Days)

18.00*
Tarde en corto
(The Shortest Evening)
The University of Edinburgh
50, George Sq. Screening Room
Q&A session with the Directors afterwards

18.00
Film Presentation by
Alfonso Zarauza (Director):
Os fenómenos
(Aces)

Q&A with Prof Nuria Capdevila from
The University of Exeter

Wednesday 7th-October

Q&A with Alfonso Zarauza (Director)

20.45
Presentation
Mapa
(Map)

Secondary schools screening
and dance workshop at Dancebase:
Presentation by Pam Day:
5 Días para bailar
(5 Days to Dance)

18.00
Presentation by Nekane Iturrigorri
and Pepe López (K314 Company)
8 Apellidos vascos
(Spanish Affair)

20.30
Film Presentation by
Alfonso Zarauza (Director):
Os fenómenos
(Aces)

Q&A with Alfonso Zarauza (Director)
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Thursday 8th-October
10.00
Secondary schools screening.
Presentation by Bruce Findlay
Vivir es fácil con los ojos cerrados
(Living is Easy with Eyes Closed)
Talk: Spanish Films
and Music with former manager
of Simple Minds, Bruce Findlay

18.00*

Friday 9th-October
18.00
Presentation by Prof Alexis Grohmann
from The University of Edinburgh
La vida inesperada
(The Unexpected Life)

20.30
Presentation by Dr Antonio Sánchez
from The University of Stirling
Magical girl
(Magical Girl)

Saturday 10th-October

Gastronomic Evening:
Snacks, bocados de una revolución
The University of Edinburgh
50, George Sq. Screening Room
Q&A session with directors Cristina 		
Jolonch and Verónica Escuer

15.45

Followed by the finest Spanish drinks
and tapas

17.45

18.00
Presentation
5 Días para bailar
(5 Days to Dance)

20.15
Presentation
Séptimo
(7th Floor)

Presentation
Mapa
(Map)

Presentation by Dr José Saval
from The University of Edinburgh
Vivir es fácil con los ojos cerrados
(Living is Easy with Eyes Closed)

20.30
Presentation
Las ovejas no pierden el tren
(Sidetracked)

22.15
Closing Party at Traverse Bar
Live show by: SINGLE (Elefant Records,
Spain)
Free with your ESFF cinema ticket

TICKET PRICES:
Full price: £9.00
Concessions: £7.20
Schools screenings: £3.00
Children under 12: £4.00
Mon to Thu Matinees (Starting before 5.00pm):
£7.20 (concessions £5.70)
Ticket deals:
Buy any three (or more) tickets for different films
in this season and get 15% off.
Buy any six (or more) tickets for different films
in this season and get 25% off.
These offers are available online, in person and
on the phone, on both full price and concession
price tickets. Tickets must all be bought at the
same time.
Filmhouse:
88, Lothian Road, Edinburgh EH3 9BZ
Lothian buses: 1, 2, 10, 11, 15, 16, 22, 24,34, 35.
Box Office:
0131 228 2688
Opening Times:
10:00 - 21:00 daily
Tickets may be booked by credit card on the
number above or online at:
www.filmhousecinema.com
All performances are bookable in advance.

*All the events at the University are
ticketed separately.
Snacks: £20 / Shortfilms: £5
To book tickets visit:
www.edinburghspanishfilmfestival.com

Spanish Fil

Use your words
...to open up new career paths, to further your education,to
explore a subject of interest to you, to provide new experiences
and knowledge, and to open up a world of possibilities.
Our postgraduate degrees offer a diverse range of options for
those looking to further literary or language studies. Over 50
unique taught and research based postgraduate programmes are
available within the School of Literatures, Languages and Cultures
at the University of Edinburgh.
The variety of subjects offered by our world class
Graduate School include, but are not limited to:
• Creative Writing
• Hispanic Studies
• European Theatre
• Playwriting
• Film, Exhibition & Curation
• Theatre and Performance
• Gender & Culture
• Translation Studies
...and many more interesting specialisations
Explore the opportunities we offer by visiting:
www.llc.ed.ac.uk/graduate-school
The university of Edinburgh is a charitable body, registered
in Scotland, with registration number SC005336.

Spanish Film Festival A5.indd 1

6/18/2015 11:55:17 AM
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La vida inesperada

Ocho apellidos vascos

Las ovejas no pierden el tren

The Unexpected Life

Spanish Affair

Sidetracked

Jorge Torregrosa, Spain 2014 - 105’

Emilio Martìnez-Làzaro, Spain, 2014 - 98’

Álvaro Fernández Armero, Spain, 2014 - 103’

Cast: Javier Cámara, Raúl Arévalo,

Cast: Clara Lago, Dani Rovira,

Cast: Inma Cuesta, Raúl Arévalo,

Carmen Ruiz.

Carmen Machi, Karra Elejalde.

Candela Peña, Alberto San Juan.

Comedy-Drama Cert. 13

Comedy Cert. 12

Comedy Cert. 12

Juanito is a Spanish actor living in New York.
His career doesn't take off; he is getting
older and carries on performing in small
Spanish plays whilst working as a waiter in
a Spanish deli. When he receives the visit of
his apparently successful cousin, Jorge, who
plans to spend one month in New York in
Juanito's apartment, he will have to confront
his reality.

Rafa, Andalusian to the bone, has never had
to put a foot out of his beloved Seville to get
the things he loves most in life: sherry, hair gel
and women. That is until one day, when his life
gets turned upside down after his charm and
romantic advances are rejected by a Basque
girl called Amaia. Determined to win her over,
Rafa heads north, to Euskadi (The Basque
Country). There, he will do everything he can
to change Amaia’s mind, even if it means
pretending to be a local.

After a six-year relationship, Alberto and
Luisa are going through a crisis. One of the
consequences of the recession is that they
had to move to a small village in the middle
of nowhere. She has to travel to Madrid every
day to work whilst he takes care of their son.
However, they are not alone in their crisis,
Alberto's brother Juan has eyes only for his
young girlfriend, and Luisa's sister, always
proud of being single, is considering
getting married.

Praised as the most successful film of 2014,
Spanish Affairs is the highest grossing Spanish
film in Spanish box office history.

An optimistic comedy about how a group
of friends in their 40’s face the challenges
experienced by many in present-day society:
the lack of jobs and opportunities, the search
for a better life and love stories that are rarely
“forever” anymore.

A co-production between Spain and the US,
The Unexpected Life analyses how far we can
go with our juvenile dreams and how harsh
realities and daily routines can, nevertheless,
hide unpredictable happiness.

Friday 2nd October 20.15
Friday 9th October 18.00

Saturday 3rd October 17.45
Wednesday 7th October 18.00

Saturday 10th October 20.30
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Snacks

Tarde en corto

Snacks

The Shortest Evening

Cristina Jolonch and Verónica Escuer

Coordinadora: Angélica Saludes

Spain, 2015 - 50’

Spain and UK, 2015

Documentary Cert. PG

Short films

A documentary that explains the origin,
evolution, results and consequences of Spain’s
modern culinary history in under an hour. More
impressive still is the fact that this story is told
by its key players: chefs, journalists and food
critics. These 35 years have been awash in
rivers of ink, mostly in the written press about
this topic, at the same time that television
has discovered an unstoppable goldmine of
entertainment in cooking and gastronomy.

In its second year, the ESFF is presenting its
first showing of short films. However, Tarde en
Corto, (The Shortest Evening) is more than
just the showing of short films. It provides an
opportunity for young Spanish filmmakers
resident in Scotland to share their films and
their experiences with the audience.
After the showing there will be a Q&A to allow
the filmmakers and the audience to share and
express their feelings and opinions.

The directors wisely chose representatives from
the three generations of chefs that have led and
experienced first-hand the profound changes
that have taken place in this profession.

Thursday 8th October 18.00
The University of Edinburgh

Tuesday 6th October 18.00
The University of Edinburgh
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Os fenómenos

Magical girl

Mi querida señorita

Aces

Magical Girl

My Dearest Señorita

Alfonso Zarauza, Spain 2014 - 99’

Carlos Vermut, Spain, 2014 - 127’

Jaime de Armiñán, Spain, 1971 - 80’

Cast: Lola Dueñas, Luis Tosar,

Cast: José Sacristán, Marina Andruix,
Raimundo de los Reyes, Barbara Lennie.

Cast: José Luis López Vázquez,

Juan Carlos Vellido.
Drama Cert. PG

Drama Cert. 18

Drama Cert. PG

Neneta lives without responsibilities or plans
in a motor home on the coast of Spain.
When her partner, 'Wolf', disappears without
explanation she decides to go back to her
hometown in Galicia – a difficult decision
involving returning to her mother and finding
a job, which she finally gets as a construction
worker. With courage and sense of humor
she overcomes the hard labour and maledominated environment. But 'Wolf' comes back
and she must confront the decision to run with
him again or stay and build a life for her and
her child.

Alicia is an ailing child who dreams of the
dress in the Japanese series Magical Girl
Yukiko. Luis, her father, will do anything he
can to make her dream come true. It is not
long before her destiny becomes intertwined
with those of Bàrbara, a pretty young girl with
psychological issues, and Damiàn, a teacher
who has retired from everything yet cannot
escape his stormy past. All three become
trapped in a net of obscure blackmailing where
instincts and reason spar with one another in a
tragic struggle.

Adela is a spinster in her forties who lives
alone. She is aware that she is not a normal
woman as she needs to shave every day and
is attracted to her maid.
This was the first Spanish film to talk about
sexual orientation, which was a taboo
subject during Franco’s regime. Consider it
a predecessor to some of Almodovar’s film
dramas, with its extreme characters, suffering,
provincialism; in the case of My Dearest
Señorita, there’s a very light touch of all
of that.
This film plays out something like the chorus
of "Girls & Boys" by Blur but castizo in Spanish
provinces. How the director escaped the
Franco’s censorship is an enigma we will never
truly understand.

Winner of Best Film, Best Script and Best
Director awards at Premios Mestre Mateo del
Audiovisual Gallego.

Tuesday 6th October 18.00
Wednesday 7th October 20.15

Magical Girl won the Golden Shell for best
film at the 62nd San Sebastian Film Festival
in Spain, and was nominated for Best Film at
the 2015 Goya Awards, where Barbara Lennie
won the prize for Best Actress.
Sunday 4th October 20.00
Friday 9th October 20.30

Julieta Serrano, Antonio Ferrandis.

SIN ELLA
Sunday 4th October 15.00
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Las Sinsombrero
Sinsombrero

25 Años después de la muerte de
Gil de Biedma

Tania Balló, Serrana Torres

25 Years After

and Manuel Jiménez

Luis Ordóñez, Spain, 2015 - 92’

Spain, 2015 - 60’

FREE EVENT

Documentary Cert. U

Documentary Cert. TBA

We all know the Generation of ’27 and their
most relevant figures: Dalí, Buñuel, Lorca...
But, were there no women in their group?
Alongside the men of that group, a very
talented group of women existed, created
and succeeded. They equaled their male
counterparts throughout years of creative
explosion and civil liberties that would
transform Spain’s history forever. Gradually,
however, these women were forgotten during
y YOLAPERDONO recovers
TELEVISIÓN ESPAÑOLA
Franco’s reign.INTROPIA
Las MEDIA
Sinsombrero
TÀNIA BALLÓ, MANUEL JIMÉNEZ NÚÑEZ y SERRANA TORRES JORGE CARRASCO
the memory
of these
women,
asLUQUE
fundamental
TÀNIA BALLÓ
y ALEJANDRO
ILLA
ANDRES
MARIONA CLAVERIA
PEDRO SARA
JULIANA MONTAÑES y CARLOS PRIETO DIEGO LARA MORALES
figures of
the cultural
history of
aCARLOS
country
that
JUAN
DEL CASTILLO
PLANES
never claimed them. This documentary is
an homage to those strong, brilliant artists,
ahead of their time in their work, yet left in the
shadows of history.

Despite the fact that Gil de Biedma’s poetry
output was brief, he became one of the most
respected Spanish intellectuals of the second
half of the 20th century. With foreboding
lines such as the famous, "Of all the stories
in history, the saddest is no doubt Spain's,
because it ends badly”, he is still being quoted
today. This documentary shows the human
side of one of the most important Spanish
poets. Poets and writers talk about their
relationship and correspondence with him,
and scholars share their conclusions about
this iconic figure in their academic studies.
Intelligent, generous, sometimes violent, Gil de
Biedma is a versatile author of very extreme
personality that left an indelible mark in
Spanish poetry.

Una producción
de

Guión, dirección y
producción
Producción
ejecutiva
Dirección de
fotografía y cámara

En coproducción
con

Producción
ejecutiva TVE

Montaje

Idea
original
Dirección de
producción
Sonido

Dirseño de
sonido

S I N E L L A S L A H I S TO R I A N O E S T Á C O M P L E TA
Friday 2nd October 18.00
Saturday 3rd October 12.45

Monday 5th October 17.00
The University of Edinburgh

Mapa
Map
León Siminiani, Spain, 2013 - 90’

Documentary Cert. TBA
A young Spanish director, León Siminiani,
is fired from his precarious job in television.
Returning to his dream of making films, he
travels to India to “find” his first feature film,
only to realise that his true search is not in
India, but in Madrid: he was running away. But
things don’t go exactly as he’d expected on
his return.
A journey of self-discovery that faces Spanish
social reality head-on. An example of the
difficulty many young Spaniards face today
fighting against the odds in order to make their
story heard.

Tuesday 6th October 20.45
Saturday 10th October 15.45
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7th Floor

80 Days

Flowers

Séptimo

80 Egunean

Loreak

Patxi Amezcua, Argentina/Spain, 2013 - 88’

Jon Garaño, JM Goenaga, Spain 2010 - 112’

Jon Garaño, JM Goenaga, Spain 2014 - 99’

Cast: Belén Rueda, Ricardo Darín,

Cast: Itziar Aizpuru, Mariasun Pagoaga,

Cast: Itziar Ituño, Nagore Aranburu,

Abel Dolz Doval, Charo Dolz Doval.

José Ramón Argoitia.

Itziar Aizpuru.

Thriller Cert. 18

Drama Cert. U

Drama Cert. PG

One day just like any other, Marcelo steps out
of the flat of his ex-wife to take their children
to school. The kids propose a race downstairs
''to see who gets there first''. They’ll go down
the stairs, while their father takes the lift. When
he reaches the ground floor, there is no trace
of the kids. They’re not there. He can’t hear
them in the stairwell. They don’t respond to his
shouts. They don’t answer the mobile phone.
His children, Luna, age 4, and Luca age 6,
have completely vanished inside the building.

Where is the thin line that separates friendship
from desire? Axun, a 70-year-old woman,
is in a hospital taking care of her daughter's
ex-husband, who was seriously injured in a
car accident. To her surprise, the woman who
takes care of the other patient in the same
room turns out to be Maite, her best friend
when they were teenagers and who is now
openly lesbian. They have not seen each
other for more than 50 years but that close
relationship seems to be still alive.

Ane’s life turns around when an anonymously
delivered bunch of flowers starts arriving at
her home every week, always at the same
time. Lourdes and Tere are also receiving
mysterious bunches of flowers. Every week,
an unknown person lays a bunch of flowers
in memory of someone who was important in
their lives. This is the tale of three women and
three ordinary lives changed by nothing more
than some flowers; flowers that make each
one feel emotions they’d thought were long
gone…

A thrilling psychological thriller starring by
the multi-award winning Argentinian actors
Ricardo Darín and Belén Rueda, star of Julia's
Eyes and The Orphanage.

Winner of Best Spanish Film at Sant Jordi
Awards 2015 and nominated for Best Film ant
the 2015 Goya Awards.
* Preceded by the shortfilm Samina by Kristina
Zorita.

Thursday 8th October 20.15

Saturday 3rd October 20.30
Monday 5th October 18.30

Saturday 3rd October 14.45

Spanish &
organic foods
To sample our Spanish delicacies
visit us at: Arthur Conan Doyle Centre
2F, 25 Palmerston Place, Edinburgh
Wholesale prices

Monday to Friday 09.00–16.30
Olive oils, olives, tapanades, spices, rice, jamon, chorizos, organic pulses & more
T 0131 668 4751 E info@elolivo-olive-oil.com www.elolivo-olive-oil.com
2F, 25 Palmerston Place, Edinburgh, EH12 5AP

events
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Wine Tastings

Fundraising

Film Screenings
Paella Afternoons

Join us in Autumm for more events...
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Metegol

Vivir es fácil con los ojos cerrados

5 Días para bailar

Unbeatables

Living is Easy with Eyes Closed

5 Days to Dance

Juan José Campanella, Argentina/Spain
2012- 130’

David Trueba, Spain 2013 - 108’

José Andreu, Rafael Moles, Spain/Germany
2014 - 79'

Cast: Javier Cámara, Natalia Molina,
Francesc Colomer.

Animation Cert. PG

Comedy-Drama Cert. TBA

Documentary Cert. U

Amadeo lives in a small, uneventful town.
He works in a bar, plays table football better
than anyone and he is in love with Laura. His
simple routine falls to pieces when Grosso, a
young local boy turned best football player in
the world, returns determined to take revenge
for the only game he has ever lost in his life.
With the table football, the bar and even his
soul in pieces, Amadeo discovers something
magical: the players in his beloved table
football can speak and have a life of their own!
Together they set out on an adventure-packed
voyage to save Laura and the village; and to
become a real team as they go.

This tale, inspired by true events, takes place
in 1966. John Lennon heads to Almeria to work
on Richard Lester’s anti-war film: How I Won
the War. Antonio, an English teacher, decides
to set out and meet Lennon. On the way, he
meets Belén, who has run away from the
murky chains clamped upon her by her family
and the social atmosphere reigning in the
country. Both run into the 16-year-old Juanjo,
who has run away from home. The three share
their days and the adventure, as it becomes
the expression of a country desperate for a
better future in the beautiful and backward
Almeria of the 60s.This film was one of the
biggest successes of the Spanish cinema in
2013 and won six Goya awards including Best
Picture, Director, Actor and Screenplay.

This documentary gives us a fascinating insight
into two choreographers: Wilfried Van Poppel
and Amaya Lubeigt. Based in Germany where
they run dance workshops with secondary
school classes, for the first time they will leave
central Europe and travel to Spain to do a
dance workshop with Spanish children. The
challenge: to turn a class of self-conscious,
teenagers into dancers with a performance
on stage at the end. When confronted with
the idea, teachers and students alike show
disbelief. The youngsters are forced to break
away from their social roles precisely when
these are starting to take shape in their lives.
The good-looking boy is no longer the most
admired; the shy recluse takes a step forward...
a microcosm put through a small big bang.

Metegol, broke ticket sales records in
Argentina and is the winner of the Goya Award
for Best Animated Film in 2014.
Tuesday 6th October 10.00

Sunday 4th October 17.15
Thursday 8th October 10.00
Saturday 10th October 18.00

Sunday 4th October 13.05
Wednesday 7th October 10.00
Thursday 8th October 18.00
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Marian A. Aréchaga

Organisers

Curator

Working hard to deliver

In the year 2014 I fulfilled my ambition
of creating and curating the first
Edinburgh Spanish Film Festival.
I look forward to many, many more.

Patricia Rueda
Production Manager
Loving cinema since a youn age
encouraged me to study Media and
Photography and work in media
production in Spain and Scotland.

Guillermo Carnero

Angélica Saludes

Assistant Producer

Shortfilm Showcase

I studied Media and did a Master's in
Creative Documentary in 2002.
Since then, I've been working in
production and cultural management.

Passionate about cinema. 10+ years
of involvement in short films in
several roles along with my studies
in Drama (Spain), and Writing
and Directing (Scotland).

Santiago Bertrán

Arantza Elosua

Liaison Manager

Interpreter

As a postgrad in Spanish literature, with
a keen interest in film, I had a great
time helping to get the first ESFF off the
ground last year, and I look forward to
an even bigger one this year.

My Master's in Audiovisual Translation
has enabled me to work closely with
media production companies. As a
confessed cinephile, I have a soft spot
for quirky indie and horror films.

Eduardo Rodríguez

Jardine Sierralta

Social Media

PA to the Curator

A film buff + a social media addict =
the perfect combination to promote my
passion through the channel I cannot
switch off from.

ESFF gave me the opportunity to
develop my passion for Spanish
cinema and cultural management.
Definitely happy to be part of the team
of the second edition.

Laura Mures

Amaya Lacarra

Graphic Designer

Freelance Journalist

My love of animation started as a child
watching cartoons. I'm now working
as a Motion and Graphics designer in
Edinburgh and creating videos for ESFF.

Based in Spain and working in media, I
am passionate about different forms of
entertainment, culture and gastronomy.
I believe in Spanish cinema.
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ESFF SPONSORS

The Edinburgh Spanish Film Festival relies on the support, goodwill and generosity of many companies,
organisations and funding bodies. Here we would like to thank them for their contribution to the festival and for the trust they have
shown in us to make this second edition.
Should you wish to join them seek out the sponsorship contacts on our website or email us at
info.esff@ed.ac.uk. We will be happy to discuss ways of getting involved and outline all kinds of exciting opportunities for 2016.

¡Apoya al cine español!
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Supporters
Advertisers

Learn
www.mustbespanish.com

In partnership with:

